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Introduction

The 288 Token is a utility token that grants its holders exclusive access to 
the trading platform of an EU-based and licensed securities brokerage 
company. 


By staking the 288 Token, users can enjoy many benefits and privileges 
within the broker's ecosystem.


The 288 Token creates an ecosystem that enhances the trading 
experience, rewards token holders, and provides access and fee 
discounts on a wide range of services.

Market Strategy:
The market strategy of the 288 Token involves selling 10% of the total 288 
token supply (the “Private Sale”) to qualified investors, with a minimum 
investment size of USD 100,000 per qualified investor. The goal is to raise 
at least USD 8 million through the Private Sale. 


Once the Token Generation Event (“TGE”) has taken place, the 288 tokens 
will be automatically allocated to the holders. Subsequently, the 288 
Token may be listed on selected centralized exchanges. 


A portion (10%) of the funds raised will be allocated to a comprehensive 
marketing campaign for both the 288 Token and the brokerage 
company. This strategy aims to raise awareness and attract customers 
to both entities.
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Background

The current brokerage business provides a variety of financial services. 
Clients can open trading and investment accounts and deposit funds to 
trade on the global financial markets. 


STAK Securities Ltd, through its trading platform, offers access to a wide 
range of financial instruments, including:

 interest-bearing deposit accounts

 access to stock exchanges

 forex & crypto CFDs

 funds, bonds, ETFs

 structured products.

Additionally, clients with larger accounts can entrust the brokerage’s 
team with portfolio management services, investment advice, wealth 
management, and family office services.


The brokerage trading platform offers a wide range of services to new 
clients. However, new clients, not holders and stakers of the 288 Token, 
will pay the standard transaction and brokerage fees and will not receive 
staking loyalty rewards. 
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Proposed Benefits

Collaboration between the brokerage and 
the 288 Token protocol:

STAK Securities Ltd, a strategic partner, will collaborate with the 288 
protocol to provide additional benefits to 288 token holders. 


288 Token holders will be able to apply and open accounts with STAK 
Securities Ltd. and enjoy the advantages described above.


STAK Securities Ltd. will allocate up to 18% of its revenue to the 288 Token 
protocol, which will be used for marketing initiatives and staking rewards 
for 288 token holders.


By combining the strengths of the 288 Token protocol and the 
collaboration with STAK Securities Ltd, 288 token holders will have access 
to high-quality services at a fraction of the regular price.

DeFi:

The collaboration between STAK Securities Ltd. and the 288 Token 
protocol combines the strengths of traditional financial services and 
decentralized finance. 


While STAK Securities Ltd. offers licensed and regulated financial services 
with established expertise, the 288 Token protocol brings the advantages 
of DeFi, such as decentralization, transparency, and accessibility. This 
synergy provides the 288 token holders and stakers with a 
comprehensive and innovative financial ecosystem that combines the 
best of both worlds.
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Technical Details and 
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288 Token Details

The 288 Token is an ERC20 token that operates on the EVM-compatible 
blockchain and has a fixed supply of 8,000,000,000 tokens. The 288 Token 
adheres to the widely adopted ERC20 standard, ensuring compatibility 
with various wallets and exchanges. Besides, the 288 Token serves as the 
core utility within the 288 protocol, granting 288 token holders access to 
exclusive benefits, staking loyalty rewards, and functionalities.

Staking Contract:

The 288 Token incorporates a Staking contract that allows 288 token 
holders to stake their 288 tokens for specified periods. The staking periods 
have been designed with flexibility in mind, offering an infinite duration 
model with a minimum staking period of 30 days. 


By staking their 288 tokens, 288 Token holders can earn staking loyalty 
rewards and brokerage fee discounts in connection to the services STAK 
Securities Ltd. provides. The brokerage fee discounts depend on the 
staked token amount and the duration of staking. Brokerage fee 
discounts can be as high as 75% of the standard fees.
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288 Token Distribution:

IDO/IEO (5%)

All IDO/IEO participants will have an initial unlock of 20% of the total 
committed amount per IDO/IEO participant and then 12-month vesting to 
staking period starts.

Private Sale (10%)

Each Private Sale participant will have an initial unlock of 5% of the total 
committed amount and a 3-month lock-up period after TGE before the 12-
month vesting to staking period starts.

Allocation

The initial 288 Token distribution is 8 billion tokens. This number includes all 
288 Token recipient categories in the 288 Token distribution schedule.

Team (20%)

The core team will be incentivized with 20% of tokens for the future 
development and expansion of the platform. To provide fair 
incentivization, team tokens will be locked for 3 months before the 24-
month vesting period starts.

Tokenomics and 
Business Model
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Platform Evolution (10%)

Incentivization for the development team, platform maintenance, and 
security audits. To prevent the market's oversaturation, these tokens will 
have a 1-month lock-up at TGE before the 24-month vesting period starts.

Treasury/Liquidity (40%)

288 Tokens allocated for liquidity on DEXs will have a 1-month lock-up at 
TGE before the 24-month vesting period starts.

Marketing & Partnerships (10%)

The marketing activities tokens and incentivization program tokens for 
external advisors\partners to enroll in the 288 protocol’s development and 
growth will have a  1-month lock-up at TGE before the 24-month vesting 
period starts. 

Community (5%)

288 Tokens allocated for community building and incentivization will have 
a 1-month lock-up at TGE before the 24-month vesting period starts.
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Description of Token Use Total Supply %

Private Sale 800,000,000 10%

Marketing 1,200,000,000 15%

Team 160,000,000 20%

Community 40,000,000 5%

IDO/IEO 40,000,000 5%

Treasury 3,200,000,000 40%

Platform evolution 800,000,000 10%

Total 8,000,000,000 100.00%

288 Token 

Allocation

Community
5.00%

Private 
Sale
10.00%

Platform evolution
10.00%

Treasury
40.00%

Marketing
10.00%

Team
20.00%

IDO/IEO
5.00%
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Token Utility:

Staking Rewards

288 token holders will be able to stake their tokens and receive staking 
rewards, which account for up to 18% of the brokerage’s revenue. These 
rewards are distributed among all staking 288 token holders, providing 
an opportunity for additional rewards and loyalty tokens.

Zero Commission Trading

288 Token holders will benefit from zero-commission trading on all 
financial products STAK Securities Ltd. offers. Hence, the 288 token holders 
will be onboarded with STAK Securities Ltd. to trade without incurring any 
transaction fees, enhancing their profitability prospects.

Institutional Spreads

288 token holders gain access to tight institutional spreads on a wide 
range of tradable financial instruments, including CFDs on Forex, Crypto, 
ETFs, Equities, Bonds, and Funds. This ensures competitive pricing and 
favorable trading conditions for increased profitability.

Subscription Fee

288 token holders could receive a significant (up to 75%) discount on 
subscription fees and front loads for Funds and Structured Products. This 
reduction in costs enables more cost-effective investment opportunities 
and greater potential returns.
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Fee Discounts

288 token holders could receive a 75% discount on custody fees for the 
safekeeping of financial instruments. This incentivizes secure asset 
storage while minimizing expenses.

Higher Interest Rates on Cash Deposits

288 token holders will benefit from higher interest rates on cash 
deposits denominated in major currencies such as EUR, USD, and GBP. 

Exclusive Access to Private Placement Investments

288 Token holders will have access to exclusive private placement non-
public investment products. This provides unique investment 
opportunities that are not readily available to the general public, 
potentially leading to better returns and portfolio diversification.

Exclusive Company Event Access

288 Token holders will receive exclusive invitations to company events. 
This allows them to network with industry professionals, stay updated on 
market trends, gain valuable insights, and expand their personal 
network.
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Personalized VIP Services

288 token holders will receive personalized VIP services from STAK 
Securities Ltd, ensuring premium support and attention. This includes a 
dedicated account manager and a tailored service, enhancing the 
overall user experience.
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Roadmap and Future 
Development

288 Token Launch & Private Sale \ 2023 Q3

During the third quarter of 2023, we aim to launch the first Private sale. 
This phase is dedicated to offering tokens to selected qualified 
investors. The Private sale will provide an exclusive opportunity for early 
participants to acquire 288 tokens at low prices and secure a stake in 
the 288 Token project. The Private sale will be only accessible to 
qualified investors, with a min. investment of USD 100,000 per qualified 
investor. 

Launch of 288 Token Vesting & Staking \ 2023 Q3

In parallel with the 288 Token launch, the 288 Token protocol will 
introduce vesting and staking mechanisms. 


These mechanisms will allow 288 token holders to lock up their 288 
tokens for a specific period, promoting 288 Token stability and long-
term commitment. 


288 Token staking rewards will also be implemented to incentivize 
active participation and contribution to the 288 project's ecosystem.
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Launch of 288 Token Benefits \ 2023 Q3-Q4

The 288 Token benefits will include:

The aim is to provide 288 Token holders with a range of valuable 
advantages and foster a mutually beneficial relationship.

 zero-commision trading;
 tight institutional spreads
 discounted custody fees
 higher interest rates on cash deposit accounts;
 exclusive access to private placement investments and company 

events
 personalized VIP services offered by the brokerage house.

288 Token Public Sale \ 2023 Q4

The final quarter of 2023 is a stage of the 288 Token Public Sale through 
an Initial DEX Offering (IDO). This public sale will allow anyone interested 
in the 288 Token and STAK Securities Ltd. to become a member and gain 
access to the benefits. 
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Legal Disclaimer:

The information contained in this Litepaper or on www.288token.com 
(collectively referred to as the “Website”) and the resources available 
for download through the Website, are not intended, and should not 
be understood or construed as financial advice. Nothing on this 
Website should be understood or construed as an offer to sell or the 
solicitation of an offer to buy any tokens. The 288 Token project and 
Website are not an attorney, accountant, or financial advisor, nor is 
the 288 Token project and Website holding itself out to be. The 
information contained on this Website and the resources available for 
download through the Website are not a substitute for financial 
advice from a qualified professional who is aware of the facts and 
circumstances of your individual situation.


If and when the 288 Token project makes an offering, the offering will 
be available solely to accredited professional investors. Investing in 
cryptocurrencies carries risks, and the value of tokens can fluctuate. 
Nothing on this Website should be treated or read as a guarantee or 
promise of how the 288 Token project’s business or the 288 tokens will 
develop, the utility of the 288 tokens or the value of the 288 tokens. All 
forward-looking statements are subject to uncertainties, may differ 
from actual results and may prove to be incorrect.


The 288 Token project has done its best to ensure that the information 
provided on the Website and the resources available for download 
through the Website are accurate and provide valuable information. 
Regardless of anything to the contrary, nothing available on or 
obtained through this Website should be understood or construed as 
a recommendation, that you should not consult with a financial 
professional to address your particular circumstances. 


The 288 Token project expressly recommends under any 
circumstances you must seek outside advice from a qualified 
professional.

http://www.288token.com/
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Website outline current plans, which could change at its discretion, 
and the success of which will depend on many factors outside of the 
288 Token project’s control, including market-based factors and 
factors within the data and cryptocurrency industries, among others. 
All participants are responsible for compliance with all applicable 
laws.


Neither the 288 Token project nor any of its employees or owners shall 
be held liable or responsible for any errors or omissions on this 
Website or for any damage you may suffer due to failing to seek 
competent financial advice from a qualified professional who is 
familiar with your situation.



